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To: Jeff Boogay Esq, Mullen Coughlin LLC

From: John Conroy, Charles River Associates

Date: January 14, 2020

Subject: Downtown Westfield Corporation Data Incident

This executive summary is prepared under the direction of Mullen Coughlin LLC %l9`f_dV]m& W`c Downtown
Westfield Corporation (l;N9m `c l9]ZV_em&) KYV T`_eV_ed RcV SRdVU `_ 9YRc]Vd IZgVc 7dd`TZReVdn %l9I7m&
investigation and findings to date.

Background

On October 25, 2019, DWC was advised of a screenshot that had been circulating on social media,
cVXRcUZ_X ;N9nd `cXR_ZkReZ`_R] KhZeeVc RTT`f_e' l6hVdeWZV]Ue`URj)m KYV dTcVV_dY`e purported that
;N9nd KhZeeVc RTT`f_e had issued a partisan political twitter post (tweet). The date and time indicated
in the screenshot was 10/25/19 at 09:14 PM ET.

On October 29, 2019, CRA was engaged with the following objectives:

1. Digital Evidence Collection and Preservation: Forensically preserve electronic information related to the

potential unauthorized access of the twitter account.

2. Forensic Analysis: Using forensic tools, establish a timeline of when key events occurred that may have

led to the system(s) being accessed without authorization. Identify and analyze evidence of any
unauthorized access to or exfiltration of sensitive information, including personally identifiable information
%lG@@m `c lGc`eVTeVU @_W`c^ReZ`_m&)

3. Threat Intelligence: Perform threat intelligence searches on artifacts collected.

4. Reporting: At the request of counsel, prepare a written summary of the information security incident and

forensic findings.

In an effort to fulfill the above-mentioned objectives, CRA performed offsite and onsite incident response services

between October 29, 2019, and December 28, 2019. 9I7nd conclusions are based on the forensic analysis

performed and are outlined below in the following summary.
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Executive Summary

CRA was engaged to assist in determining the facts surrounding this tweet, and to evaluate whether
the following had occurred, resulting in this screenshot being circulated:

1. @W ;N9nd KhZeeVc RTT`f_e YRU SVV_ RTTVddVU Sj R_ f_RfeY`cZkVU fdVc `c lYRT\VUm)

2. If any of the DWC employees that had legitimate access to the DWC Twitter account
sent the 10/25/19 tweet.

3. If the tweet was never actually issued from the DWC Twitter account, because the
10/25/19 tweet screenshot was fabricated or the result of a lfake Twitter generator
applicationm `c XcRaYZT editing tool such as Adobe Photoshop.

During this investigation, CRA identified the two current employees that had access to the DWC Twitter
account: Beth Brenner and Kathleen Miller Prunty. CRA conducted forensic analysis of the DWC-
owned computers and personal cell phones of both Beth Brenner and Kathleen Miller Prunty, in order
to determine if any of these devices held evidence that the 10/25/19 tweet was sent from either person
fdZ_X ;N9nd KhZtter account. Additionally, CRA downloaded all available data from the DWC Twitter
account, including IP session logs, account content, and other logs. CRA conducted forensic analysis
of this data that was downloaded from the DWC Twitter account.

The screenshot provided at the time of the engagement appeared to be a screenshot from Facebook,
which contained a screenshot of the purported tweet in question. Since appeared to be a screenshot
of a screenshot, there was not any technical metadata to examine from the screenshot itself.

Figure 1: Provided screenshot showing the Tweet in question. This tweet is hereafter referred to as
XLI ])('*,')- X[IIX^
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Detailed Findings

Analysis of DWC Twitter Account Data and Logs

CRA conducted forensic analysis of Twitter data Wc`^ ;N9nd KhZeeVc RTT`f_e, which was downloaded
directly by CRA on 11/06/19. This data included IP session logs, content of Twitter activity, and
additional logs. The forensic analysis of this data indicated the following:

1. CRA conducted analysis of Twitter/IP Audit Logs in order to identify any login information
concurrent to the 10/25/19 tweet, which according to the provided screenshot was dated
10/25/19 at 9:14 PM ET. CRA noted that there was not any login/session activity immediately
around this event. The earliest login/IP session activity was dated 10/24/2019 at 6:32 AM ET.
The next login/IP session activity was dated 10/26/19 at 11:18 AM ET.

a. NOTE: Even if a particular tweet was sent from an account and the tweet itself was later
deleted, this IP Audit Log would still be expected to contain evidence of the login
associated with the tweet if the user opened a session to do so, as this is not a log that
can be changed by the user.

2. CRA conducted analysis of Twitter/IP Audit logs and other data downloaded from the DWC
Twitter account to determine if there were any suspicious or potentially unauthorized IP
addresses that appeared in the logs on or around 10/25/19 that had not previously appeared
Rd aRce `W eYV RTT`f_end ]VXZeZ^ReV fdRXV) 9I7 UZU _`e ZUV_eZWj R_j such IP addresses. The IP
addresses associated with the 10/24/19 and 10/26/19 logins to the account were IP addresses
that had logged into the account before. These logs did not contain any indication of a
suspicious or unauthorized IP address accessing the DWC Twitter account on 10/25/19.

3. The lKhZeeVc W`c ZGY`_Vm Raa]ZTReZ`_ hRd T`__VTeVU e` eYV DWC Twitter account dated 10/11/19
9:30 PM ET. The IP address associated with this application was 72.88.175.142, an IP address
previously associated with legitimate access to the DWC Twitter account. KYV lUVgZTV e`\V_m

(unique identifier for the installation of the Twitter application on a specific phone) for this
Z_deR]]ReZ`_ hRd l`0ABC?3Ek;-cBj@@^ML+d_T>kB4AOGT]Jk]ADWd7m. This device token
appears to have been associated with the previous legitimate DWC access. The logs
U`h_]`RUVU Wc`^ eYV ;N9 KhZeeVc RTT`f_e Z_UZTReVU R l]Rde dVV_ Rem UReV*eZ^V for this device
token of 10/11/2019 9:30 AM ET, which was well before the date of the 10/25/19 tweet.

a. If this application remained active and was used to send the 10/25/19, it would be
expected to reflect in these logs with a date concurrent to the usage on 10/25/19.

4. There was not any other record in the examined Twitter logs identifying connected devices of
other lTwitter for iPhonem application instances being used or connected to the DWC Twitter
account.

ATI

ATI
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Analysis of DWC Office Computers

CRA conducted forensic analysis of three computers Wc`^ ;N9nd V_gZc`_^V_e hYZTY hVcV fdVU
regularly by the two employees that had access to the DWC Twitter account (Beth Brenner and
Kathleen Miller Prunty).

1. CRA obtained forensic images from the hard drives of the following computers:
a. lBETHm: Dell XPS 8700 desktop
b. lDIRECTOR-HPm: HP Pro3500 desktop
c. lAR^ZV CRae`am: PC Laptop

2. CRA conducted analysis of the above-listed forensic images to determine if there was any
evidence of the 10/25/19 tweet having been sent from any of these computers, which
included recovery of deleted data and specific text searches from within the 10/25/19 tweet
and analysis of user activity within the timeframe in question.

3. The forensic analysis of the DWC Office computers yielded no indication that the 10/25/19
tweet originated from any of these computers. CRA did not identify any indication that these
computers were active on Twitter during the period of time that the 10/25/19 tweet was
supposedly sent. In fact, there was not any user-generated Internet activity on these
computers between 10/25/19 8:00 PM ET through 10/25/19 10:00 PM ET.

Analysis of Cell Phones

CRA obtained forensic extractions from the personal cell phones of Beth Brenner and Kathleen Miller
Prunty in order to determine if there was any evidence that the 10/25/19 tweet was sent from either
phone. CRA did not identify that the 10/25/19 tweet originated from the two phones examined. Detailed
analysis of our review can be found in Appendix A.

Conclusion

Based on the forensic evidence reviewed, CRA did not identify unauthorized access to the Twitter
account. Based on 9I7nd W`cV_dZT R_R]jdZd R_U UVeRZ]VU WZ_UZ_Xd `fe]Z_VU RS`gV, CRA has concluded
the following:

1. There was no indication that the DWC Twitter account was accessed by an unauthorized
person. The evidence reviewed by CRA was consistent with the Twitter account having been
accessed by its regular users both before and after the 10/25/19 tweet.

2. Analysis of the DWC office computers did not identify any indication that the 10/25/19 tweet
originated from any of those computers.

3. Analysis of the personal cell phones of both Beth Brenner and Kathleen Miller Prunty did not
identify any indication that the 10/25/19 tweet originated from either cell phone. The personal
cell phone of Beth Brenner did not have any indication of the Twitter for iPhone application
having ever been installed. The personal cell phone of Kathleen Miller Prunty did have the
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Twitter for iPhone application installed, but there was no indication that it had been used on
10/25/19.

Additionally, regarding the potential explanations associated with the 10/25/19 tweet outlined in
8RT\Xc`f_U dVTeZ`_' `fe]Z_VU RS`gV' 9I7nd W`cV_dZT R_R]jdZd YRd UVeVc^Z_VU eYV W`]]`hZ_X5

1. Possibility of f_RfeY`cZkVU RTTVdd e` ;N9nd KhZeeVc RTT`f_e (@westfieldtoday): Of the data
examined by CRA, there was no indication of unauthorized access to this account. 9I7nd

analysis included review of activity from the Twitter account directly, including logs containing
IP addresses and other relevant account information. CRA did not identify any anomalous
activity suggesting unauthorized access.

a. The evidence examined by CRA is not consistent with unauthorized access e` ;N9nd

Twitter account.

2. Possibility of DWC employees with legitimate access to DWC Twitter account sending the
tweet: CRA examined the DWC office computers and cell phones of both Beth Brenner and
Kathleen Miller Prunty. None of the evidence from devices examined by CRA contained any
indication that the 10/25/19 tweet originated from them.

a. The evidence examined by CRA is not consistent with the 10/25/19 tweet having been
sent from the office computers (#8<K?m' l;@I<9KFI-?Gm' lAR^ZV CRae`am& or the
personal cell phones of Beth Brenner or Kathleen Miller Prunty.

b. Regarding the possibility of DWC employees with legitimate access to the DWC
TwiteVc RTT`f_e' 9I7nd WZ_UZ_Xd hVcV ]Z^ZeVU e` eYV ViR^Z_VU UVgZTVd fdVU Sj Beth
Brenner and Kathleen Miller Prunty. If the 10/25/19 tweet was sent from a device not
examined by CRA, this would be consistent with the devices examined by CRA.
However, based on all the evidence examined by CRA, CRA did not identify any
indication that this is the case.

3. Possibility that the 10/25/19 tweet was fabricated/never actually sent from the DWC Twitter
account: CRA examined ]`Xd R_U Rdd`TZReVU UReR Wc`^ ;N9nd KhZeeVc RTT`f_e) In addition,
CRA examined information available on live the Twitter pages of Jon Bramnick and Downtown
Westfield. Of the evidence examined by CRA, CRA was unable to corroborate or confirm that
this tweet was legitimate and actually sent from the DWC Twitter account (@westfieldtoday).
This tweet did not exist in any of the systems examined by CRA (DWC's Twitter Account, the
desktop computers of Kathleen Miller Prunty/Beth Brenner, or the personal phones of
Kathleen Miller Prunty/Beth Brenner). It was also noted that the screenshot being circulated
appeared to be from a Facebook page a_U _`e ;N9nd Twitter account.

a. A check of the DWC live Twitter account and the live Jon Bramnick (@JonBramnick)
for the 10/25/19 revealed that it was not present on either account.

b. The evidence examined by CRA is consistent with screenshot of the 10/25/19 tweet
having been fabricated, as CRA was not able to confirm the origination or legitimacy of
the 10/25/19 tweet.
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Our services were performed and this report was developed in accordance with our
engagement letter dated October 29, 2019 and are subject to the terms and conditions
included therein. Our work was limited to the specific procedures and analysis described herein
and was based only on the information made available through January 14, 2020. Accordingly,
changes in circumstances after this date could affect the findings outlined in this report. This
report has been prepared solely for the use and benefit of Downtown Westfield Corporation
and Mullen Coughlin LLC in its capacity as counsel to Downtown Westfield Corporation CRA
disclaims any contractual or other responsibility to others based on its use and, accordingly,
this information may not be relied upon by anyone other than Downtown Westfield Corporation
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Appendix A

9I7 T`_UfTeVU W`cV_dZT R_R]jdZd `W 8VeY 8cV__Vcnd ZGY`_V' hYZTY indicated the following:
1. The examined phone was an Apple iPhone.

2. Forensic analysis determined that the phone had not been used to log into any Twitter
account and the Twitter for iPhone application was not installed on this device.

3. CRAnd analysis of this iPhone include searching for known local Twitter artifacts, specific
date and time ranges, and for specific known text from the 10/25/19 tweet.

4. Based on the above, there is no indication that the tweet originated from this phone.

CRA co_UfTeVU W`cV_dZT R_R]jdZd `W BReY]VV_ DZ]]Vc Gcf_ejnd ZGY`_V' hYZTY Z_UZTReVU eYV W`]]`hZ_X5
1. The examined phone was an Apple iPhone 8 (A1863), with the cell phone number of 908-

294-8391, IMEI 353002096380828, and a serial number of FFMWR0DVJC6F. The phone
contained user-generated activity dating back to August, 2018.

2. This phone was associated with having logged in to the following Twitter accounts:
KmillerPrunty, mayormahr, and MayorsRvl. There was no indication of this phone having
logged in to or been associated with the DWC Twitter account during the time period that
the 10/25/19 tweet was posted.

3. CRA reviewed network usage logs for the Twitter application on this phone, which indicated
activity on several dates (11/15/18, 08/16/19, 11/22/19, 11/24/19-11/28/19, 12/01/19,
12/03/19, 12/05/19, and 12/07/19). These logs did not indicate any Twitter activity on this
phone on 10/25/19, when the subject tweet was sent.

4. 9I7nd R_R]jdZd `W eYZd ZGY`_V Z_T]fUV dVRcTYZ_X W`c \_`h_ ]`TR] KhZeeVc artifacts, specific
date and time ranges, and for specific known text from the 10/25/19 tweet.

5. The last user-generated activity from this phone was on 10/25/19 at 8:45 PM ET. The next
user-generated activity was 10/26/19 at 8:21 AM ET.

6. There was no indication that the 10/25/19 tweet originated from this phone.

PII
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